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Toan Nguyen debuts the latest Fendi Casa
Contemporary Collection
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hen a high-end fashion house like Fendi designs a
line of luxury home furnishings, the world’s trendiest
home décor aficionados are sure to come calling. First
debuted in 2012, the Fendi Casa Contemporary Collection strikes the
perfect balance between minimalism and functionality – and now,
it’s released its latest line by designer Toan Nguyen, on that truly
embodies the artistry of luxury living.

Born in Paris in 1969, Toan Nguyen has since become one of the
foremost multi-disciplinary designers of our time. Working out of
his studio in Milan, which he launched in 2008, he has collaborated
with top companies – including AxorHansgrohe, B & B Italy, Flos,
Fusital, Guzzini, Littala, Kartell, Metalco, Skantherm, Technogym
and Vitra – and has completed everything from furniture design to
technology product development for some of the biggest names in
Italy, Germany, Switzerland, Spain and the United States. Having
won the Red Dot Design Award in 2010 and 2012, as well as the
Best of Neocon Award in 2013, Toan Nguyen’s undeniable success
in the global design world made him the perfect choice for Fendi’s
latest additions to the collection.
“The intent of the Contemporary collection is to translate elements
of contemporaneity into the Fendi Casa world,” says Toan. “But at
the same time, since the furniture market cannot follow the frenetic
moves of fashion world, these collections aim to last for more than a
couple of seasons. I wanted to bring the spirit of Maison Fendi into
the Contemporary collection, as well as some timeless features that
would make sense on a piece of furniture.”

Following the design elements of the Roman
fashion house itself, this collection mixes
classic techniques with contemporary lines;
evident in core pieces, like Fendi’s Sloane
sofa. Playing with different volumes, this sofa
has wide arms and deep seating, all blending
harmoniously with a streamlined seatback
and base. Further distinguished by its piping,
which outlines an unusual path that alters
the perception of shape to the viewer, this
piece symbolizes Fendi Casa Contemporary
Collection’s paradoxical commitment to both
simplicity and intricate detail.
“The individual who owns a piece of this
collection is someone who’s sensitive to both
fashion and design. He or she is looking for
quality and value, rather than ostentatious
luxury,” says Toan. “The Contemporary
collection takes a minimalistic approach, so
it fits into a space with a similar spirit; but
at the same time, it should be in a classic
context to create unexpected combinations.”
And to achieve those elements, Toan used a
series of basic materials with his own haute
twist.
“While working in the luxury industry gives
you the chance to use incredibly ‘noble’
materials, I also try to give value to those
materials that are considered ‘poor.’ I do this
by adding complex processes or sophisticated
finishes, like the dark-chromed bended
steel plates recurring in the Contemporary

collection’s Metropolitan sofa, Blixen chair,
and the Columbus tables.”
Because in the end, it’s not the aesthetics
or materials used that make a collection
luxurious, but the personality it creates. And
for the Fendi Casa Contemporary Collection,
the personality is a unique juxtaposition of
both subdued and bold elements.
“While a few aspects are more iconic than
others, a common thread links them all
together – each piece of furniture has its
own individual character, but everything
complements the collection as a whole.

